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QUESTION 1

A company uses multiple AWS accounts within AWS Organizations and has services deployed in a single AWS Region.
The instances in a private subnet occasionally download patches from the internet through a NAT gateway. The
company recently migrated from VPC peering to AWS Transit Gateway. The cumulative traffic through deployed NAT
gateways is less than 1 Gbps. The NAT gateway hourly charge contributes to most of the NAT gateway costs across all
inked accounts. 

What should the company do to reduce NAT gateway hourly costs? 

A. Deploy and use NAT gateways in the same Availability Zone as the heavy-traffic resources. 

B. Move to a centralized NAT gateway architecture with NAT gateways deployed in an egress VPC. Use VPC peering to
send traffic through the centralized NAT gateways. 

C. Use VPC endpoints to send traffic to AWS services in the same Region. 

D. Move to a centralized NAT gateway architecture with NAT gateways deployed in an egress VPC. Use AWS Transit
Gateway to send traffic through the centralized NAT gateways. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement about placement groups is incorrect? 

A. A placement group is a logical grouping of instances in a single AZ. 

B. If you stop an instance and restart it, it will always return to the same placement group. 

C. To help ensure capacity in a placement group, deploy all instances at once. 

D. There is no charge for creating a placement group. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

There may not be sufficient capacity in the placement group. 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to ensure you have the absolute best transmission rates inside and outside your VPC. You are concerned
about the MTU settings. What is the best way to configure your T2 instances to ensure the best compatibility? 

A. Set all MTU to 1500 as that is the best way to ensure compatibility. 

B. Leave everything as is. 

C. Configure two ENIs, one for internal traffic and one for external traffic. Configure the external ENI with an MTU of
1500 and the internal ENI with an MTU of 9001. 
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D. Set all MTU to 9001 as that is the best way to ensure the best speed. The packets will be fragmented if they have to
be. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

Explanation: 

By using two ENIs, you ensure the right MTU goes to the proper destination. 

 

QUESTION 4

You are auditing an AWS infrastructure after you noticed some abnormal charges on the bill. You use AWS Config to
monitor your changes. What else is required to find out who made the change? 

A. There is no information to find this. You will need to sign up for Config Premium. 

B. Use the eventID of the change and reference it with your Flow Logs. 

C. Use the eventId of the change and reference it with CloudTrail to find the culprit. 

D. Use the eventID of the change and reference it with CloudWatch to find the culprit. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

CloudTrail is for finding "who" performed an action. 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is about to migrate an application from its on-premises data center to AWS. As part of the planning process,
the following requirements involving DNS have been identified. 

1. 

On-premises systems must be able to resolve the entries in an Amazon Route 53 private hosted zone. 

2. 

Amazon EC2 instances running in the organization\\'s VPC must be able to resolve the DNS names of on-premises
systems 

The organization\\'s VPC uses the CIDR block 172.16.0.0/16. 

Assuming that there is no DNS namespace overlap, how can these requirements be met? 

A. Change the DHCP options set for the VPC to use both the Amazon-provided DNS server and the on-premises DNS
systems. Configure the on-premises DNS systems with a stub-zone, delegating the name server 172.16.0.2 as
authoritative for the Route 53 private hosted zone. 

B. Deploy and configure a set of EC2 instances into the company VPC to act as DNS proxies. Configure the proxies to
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forward queries for the on-premises domain to the on-premises DNS systems, and forward all other queries to
172.16.0.2. Change the DHCP options set for the VPC to use the new DNS proxies. Configure the on-premises DNS
systems with a stub-zone, delegating the name server 

172.16.0.2 as authoritative for the Route 53 private hosted zone. 

C. Deploy and configure a set of EC2 instances into the company VPC to act as DNS proxies. Configure the proxies to
forward queries for the on-premises domain to the on-premises DNS systems, and forward all other queries to the
Amazon-provided DNS server (172.16.0.2). Change the DHCP options set for the VPC to use the new DNS proxies.
Configure the on-premises DNS systems with a stub-zone, delegating the proxies as authoritative for the Route 53
private hosted zone. 

D. Change the DHCP options set for the VPC to use both the on-premises DNS systems. Configure the on-premises
DNS systems with a stub-zone, delegating the Route 53 private hosted zone\\'s name servers as authoritative for the
Route 53 private hosted zone. 

Correct Answer: C 
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